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Abstract
Studies about the genetic divergence among individuals in plant species have
been of great value in breeding programs. In this work the genetic diversity
of 103 mango accessions were evaluated, based on Brazilian adapted UPOV
descriptors, in order to permit selection of adequate genitors for crossings and
cultivar development. Only one person applied the descriptors to minimize
the difference in personal judgment. For some metric descriptors a numeric
value was obtained before converting them to a determined descriptor category.
The absence of a given descriptor category was converted to "zero", while the
presence was converted to "one". The Jacquard index of similarity was adopted
to estimate the distance for each individual pair of studied accessions. The
matrix of similarity was used for the construction of the dendogram, according
to the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean. Averages were
estimated for each descriptor for the formed groups. The cophenetic correlation
was 0.48. The accessions evaluated presented similarity superior to 24%
showing high variability of the accessions. At 0.30 similarity cutoff point four
principal groups were formed, where the descriptors of the fruit were the most
divergent. The accessions were grouped in the dendrogram independently of
their geographic origino Descriptors related to mature fruits or point of harvest
were the most divergent among the four groups, and they could be used to
differentiate accessions of different groups. Of special inters is the fruit epidermis
color that was different for the four groups. The accessions of groups one and
three contrasted to pulp weight and skin color and could be used to develop new
mango cultivars.
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